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INTRODUCTION

For some time there has existed an increasing demand for past issues of the Chicago-Kent Review. This is prompted, no doubt, by the fact that these issues contain legal studies on various subjects of general interest. Due to the exhaustion of certain numbers, it has been impossible for the college to meet this demand. The Classes of 1930, feeling that these essays have value and should again be made available, have abandoned the publication of the customary student Year Book, and offer in its place this Extra Volume. Herein are included many of the legal studies originally appearing in the first seven volumes of the Chicago-Kent Review. It is our thought that this volume, with the future issues, will form a substantially complete set of the Review.

The editor acknowledges with deep gratitude the able assistance of Robert J. Burdett and Eric Collins, who, with him, composed the committee of the Class having this matter in charge.

William W. Hamilton.

Chicago, Illinois.
February, 1931.